English
Class I Practice Worksheets

Name 

_______________

1.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

S
 ection

Complete the following blends(oo, ee):
m o ___ n
g r ____ ____ n
j ___ e p
w ____ ____ d
b ___ e
s ____ e
f ___ o d
s c h ___ ___ l

2. Fill in the blanks with in/on/under/behind:
Pinky is sitting ____________ the chair.
Dog lives _____________ a kennel.
Sam is hiding _______________ the tree.
Rahul and Rashi are sitting ____________ the tree.
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________________

The girl is hiding ______________ the door.
3. Write 5 action words you do in class
a.
b.
c.
d. D
4. Tick the correct describing worda. Lemon is Sweet/Sour in taste.
b. We should eat Junk/Healthy food.
c. Everyone likes Bad/Good fruits.
5. Fill the blanks using ‘is’ /’are’/ ‘am’:
a. The cat _____________ on the mat
b. I ______________ a good girl.
c. These __________ big bells.
d. This ___________ my bag.
e. These ___________ my books.
6. Write the opposites of
a. Happy
b. Early
c. Night
d. Remember
7. Tick the healthy food and cross the junk food.
a. Pizza
b. Apple
c. Coke
d. Juice
e. Burger
f. Chips
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8. Circle the pronouns which are correct.
a. He/She is a boy.
b. I/We are playing
c. You/He are my friend.
d. I/She am a student.
e. He/She is my mother.
9. Circle the naming words in each group of wordsa. Cow, Hairy, Run
b. Ball, Kick, Wide
c. Pulled, Plane, Up
d. Quick, Pop, Building
10. Complete the sentences using Can/Can’t.
a. A cat _______ run.
b. A mouse _____ talk.
c. A tree _____ move.
d. Peacock ______ dance.
e. A dog ______ bark.
11. Match and make correct Sentence.
a. I can’t
play football
b. My friend can bark loudly
c. My cat can’t

drive a car

d. My dog can

run fast

12. Circle the correct word.
a. I am/are a good girl.
b. We am/are in same class.
c. You am/are looking tired.
d. They am/are going to the market.
13. Write a composition on my friend.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
14. Rearrange the words and write the complete sentences.
1.in summer. / hot / It / is
Ans: _________________________________________________.
2. She / eating / ice-cream. / is / an
Ans: _________________________________________________.
3. mangoes / These / sweet. / are
Ans: _________________________________________________.
4. am / I / swimming.
Ans: _________________________________________________.
15. Name the following:
1. Name two games you play indoors.
Ans 1._______________________ 2._______________________
2. Name two games you play outdoors.
Ans 1._______________________ 2._______________________
3. Name two fruits you get in the summer.
Ans 1._______________________ 2._______________________
16. Circle the right answer.
1.Tigers are _____ . {big/small}
2.Their skin is ______________. {yellow/orange}
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3.There are _______________on their skin. {dots/stripes}
4.Tigers eat ________________. {animals/leaves}
5.Their babies are called_____________. {cubs/pups}
17. Write 5 lines on your favourite teacher.
1._________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________
4. _________________________________________________________
5. _________________________________________________________
18. Fill in the blanks with in, on, under, or near.
1. The bird is __________ a branch. (on/under)
2. The animals are grazing _________ the field. (in/under)
3. The books are __________ the bag. (in/under)
4. There are some milk __________ the glass. (on/in)
5. The river is flowing __________ the bridge. (under/on)
6. There is a cap ___________ in his head. (on/near)

19. Write one and many of :
1. knife - __________________ 2. mouse - _________________
3. leaf - __________________ 4. butterfly - _________________
5. pony - __________________ 6. wolf - _________________
7. woman - __________________ 8. sheep - _________________
9. calf - __________________ 10. grass - _________________
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20. Fill in the blanks with in, on, under, or near.
1. The bird is __________ a branch. (on/under)
2. The animals are grazing _________ the field. (in/under)
3. The books are __________ the bag. (in/under)
4. There are some milk __________ the glass. (on/in)
5. The river is flowing __________ the bridge. (under/on)
6. There is a cap ___________ in his head. (on/near)

21. Read the passage and answer the questions :
One night, Peter flew from a far-off wonderland to London. He came to Wendy’s house. Peter
was with his friend, the fairy Tinker Bell. Tinker Bell’s magic made Wendy fly. Soon Wendy could
fly and see new places. One day, she met some people who did not like her. They tried to catch
her but Peter saved Wendy. They flew back to London and Wendy played all day.
1. Fill in the blanks :
a) _________________ was with his friend, the fairy Tinker Bell.
b) They flew back to _______________ and Wendy played all day.
2. Answer in one word:
a) Who was Tinker Bell’s friend ? _________________________
b) Whom did Wendy meet one day ? _________________________

22.Choose and Tick {√} the correct answer:
1. All naming words are nouns/Adjectives.
2. The word lion is a name of an animal/ place.
3. Chess is a Indoor/Outdoor Sport.
4. It is hot in Summers/Winters
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23. Name 4 Indoor Games
A.
B.
C.
D.

24. Name 4 Outdoor games
A.
B.
C.
D.

25. Arrange the letters given below to make words.
1. Grof- frog
2. rac3. gju4. wol5. kcud6. Inol7. ookb-
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